
FIRST  
100 DAYS  
REPORT

“We have to liberate our 
children. We have to give 

them the greatest civil right 
we can give them and that is 

the ability to read.”

DR. SHAWN JOSEPH 
DIRECTOR OF SCHOOLS
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I. WHERE WE STARTED...
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““It is not the critic who counts; not the man who points out 
how the strong man stumbles, or where the doer of deeds 
could have done them better. The credit belongs to the man 
who is actually in the arena, whose face is marred by dust 
and sweat and blood; who strives valiantly; who errs, who 
comes short again and again, because there is no effort 
without error and shortcoming; but who does actually strive 
to do the deeds; who knows great enthusiasms, the great 
devotions; who spends himself in a worthy cause; who at the 
best knows in the end the triumph of high achievement, and 
who at the worst, if he fails, at least fails while daring greatly, 
so that his place shall never be with those cold and timid 
souls who neither know victory nor defeat.”

THEODORE ROOSEVELT
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MAY 9TH DIRECTOR CANDIDATE PRIORITIES
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100 DAY PLAN GOALS
OBJECTIVES AND ELEMENTS

TAKE STRATEGIC ACTIONS  
IN FIVE AREAS OF FOCUS:

100 DAY PLAN  
DESIRED OUTCOMES

• Energize the district and community – 

who understand the focus and direction 

of the organization – with a renewed 

commitment that “We are all responsible  

for the success of our schools.”

• Develop a comprehensive summary of the 

findings, observations, and key learnings 

from community engagement activities.

• Outline the strategic planning process  

and stages of implementation. 

1. Governance

2. Organizational   
 Capacity and    
 Alignment

3. Student     
 Achievement

4. Community and   
 Public Relations

5. Operations  
 and Finance

IN ORDER TO
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100 DAY PLAN GOALS
OBJECTIVES AND ELEMENTS

56 ACTION ITEMS:

• As of 8/23: 18 were complete; 30 were in progress;  

and 8 were not yet started

• As of 9/27: 28 were complete; 26 were in progress;  

and 2 were not yet started

• As of 10/13: 33 were complete and the other 23 items  

were still underway

• As of 11/18: 56/56 items completed or underway
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II. WHAT WE DID...
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AREAS OF FOCUS
SUMMER - FALL ‘16

ENHANCED:

• Student Achievement
• Communications & Public Relations
• Operations & Finance    

MNPS...  
Delivering a world-class 
public education to every 
student, every day.

• Governance
• Organizational & leadership  

Capacity & Alignment:
a.   Enhanced school support
b.   Culture and climate focus
c.   Behavior focus

a.   *L5 school strategy
b.   Literacy
c.   Assessment approach

*L5 stands for:  
Level 1 – efficiency and productivity;  
Level 2 – focused instructional  
        leadership;  

Level 3 – culture and climate;  
Level 4 – collective accountability for results;  
Level 5 – coaching for high performance
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THINK AND WORK:

1. Outside: Strive to 
understand others’ 
viewpoints – what they  
are needing/wanting to  
do and how my own  
work is affecting theirs

2. Inside: Plan and execute  
my work more helpfully

LOOKING TO OUR COMMUNITIES FOR FEEDBACK
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JULY - NOVEMBER

COLLECTED, SYNTHESIZED, & ANALYZED DATA AND INFORMATION 
(AS OF 11/18/16)

• School Visits: 74

• External Partner meetings (higher education, politicians, 
philanthropic, clergy, unions, other Metro agencies,  
non-profits, transition team): 179

• Media interviews/events: 22

• Listen & Learn Sessions: 12

• Parent & Teacher Voice Sessions: 30

• Facilitated discussions with extended leadership  
(Executive Officers, Lead Principals): 3

• Board strategy discussions: 5
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GOVERNANCE: BOARD & LEADERSHIP TEAM

PURPOSE: 

Build common understanding of individual strengths and behaviors, 
and shared purpose, commitments and approach to governance.

• Three leadership-board retreats  
 between July and October

• One joint train-the-trainer 
 session on the Outward Mindset

• One facilitated workshop on   
 key actions and collaboration   
 with other districts
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GOVERNANCE: BOARD & LEADERSHIP TEAM

• Developed deep, productive relationships with Board Members.

• Established criteria for Director’s evaluation and district strategic  
  plan development.

• Developed DRAFT shared mission, vision and core value statements.

• Established board-district communication protocols; shared joint  
 director-board memo.

• Clarified board’s role as one of governance. 

• Establishing key performance indicators and the technical formats  
 needed to easily report student and district data.

• Coordinating collaborative agendas and materials for all board meetings.
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ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY  
& ALIGNMENT: STRUCTURES

• Brought together local, state, and national experts to form a  
Transition Team and conduct a District analysis.

• Built a new organizational structure and culture focused on  
significantly increasing support to schools:

• Established senior district leadership team and hired 22 Principals, 6 Executive  
Lead Principals, and 3 Executive Officers to support schools and academics.

• Concentrating accountability with four chiefs.
• Focusing on mindsets and behavior change and strengths approaches  

to improve culture.

• Hired 2 Executive Officers to support Human Resources and Operations.

• Conducted 74 school visits.

• Conducted ongoing leadership development, coaching, monitoring, and support.
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TRANSITION TEAM

 • Convened July 11, 2016.

 • 47 member group comprised of national experts,  
    local thought-leaders, principals, and parents, as well  
    as other representatives of the broader community.

 • Formal release of a written report of findings and     
   recommendations due by early 2017.

MNPS...  
Exceeding Great Expectations
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TRANSITION TEAM
AREAS OF FOCUS

PURPOSE

Conduct a deep 
analysis and develop 
recommendations  
in the areas 
of student 
achievement, 
school choice, 
communications 
and community 
engagement, and 
talent and human 
resources.

SO THAT

1. All students thrive, succeed and  
 have an opportunity to develop   
 their talents under a skillful teacher  
 who utilizes excellent instructional  
 techniques.

2. School choice is equitable,     
 accessible and supports the needs  
 of students and families.

3. District communications keep all   
 stakeholders informed and engaged  
 and help rebuild trust between the   
 district and the community.

4. The district can recruit and  
 retain the best and the brightest   
 talent in America.
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TRANSITION TEAM THEMES
ACROSS THE TRANSITION TEAM, THE FOUR SUBCOMMITTEES IDENTIFIED:

1 THE STRENGTHS OF THE PEOPLE AND THE COMMUNITY TO DO THE WORK

2 THE BENEFIT OF DIVERSITY AND THE CHALLENGE OF ACHIEVING EQUITY

3 THE NEED FOR CLEAR DISTRICT VISION AND UNITY OF DIRECTION

4 ESTABLISHMENT OF CLEAR STRUCTURES AND PROCESSES TO GUIDE THE SYSTEMS WORK

Highlights of each sub-committee’s observations about strengths and challenges will follow
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ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY & ALIGNMENT:  
LEADERSHIP ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE

FOCUS OF DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS MNPS PEOPLE AFFECTED 16-17 MNPS PEOPLE AFFECTED 17-18

Organizational 
Culture

• Arbinger  
Institute

• Gallup Inc.
• Miravia LLC

• Central Office Staff
• Executive Officers
• Executive Lead  

Principals
• Director & Director’s  

direct reports

• Principals

Leadership 
Development  
& Pipeline

• SCORE
• Vanderbilt
• Tennessee 

State
• TNTP
• Learning  

Forward

• Select Teachers
• Select certificated 

aspiring leaders
• Select non certificated 

aspiring leaders
• L5 Principals & 

Teachers

• Additional 
prospective 
teacher and 
asst principal 
leaders

• Principals
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ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY & ALIGNMENT: 
LEADERSHIP

• Graduated the first MNPS HR Teacher Leadership Institute Pro Teacher 
Leaders Cohort.

• Held inaugural summer New Teacher Academy for 400 new teachers.

• Hired an Executive Director for Diversity Recruiting and  
one for Talent Strategy.

• Developed Principal Interview/Selection Guide for interviewing  
and selecting Principals.

• Provided a “Jump Start” workshop to support teachers working on  
National Board Certification.

• Continued Teacher Leadership Institute Program for teachers in their  
third to fifth years of experience.
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JIM COLLINS STATES...

• All good to great companies began the process 
of finding a path to greatness by confronting the 
brutal facts about the reality of their organization.

• When you determine the truth of your situation,  
the right decisions often become self-evident.

• It is impossible to make good decisions without 
infusion and honest confrontation of the  
brutal facts.

• A primary task in taking a company from good 
to great is to create a culture where people have 
opportunity to be heard. 
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STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT
DATA THAT CALLS US TO ACTION
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MNPS ACHIEVEMENT GAPS
GRADES 3-8 ON 2015 TCAP

31% 32%

13%

18%

40%
41%

34%

22%

55%

64%

44% 43%

61%

67%

50% 51%

READING / LANGUAGE ARTS MATHEMATICS

*Ethnic subgroup is   
 composed of Black,   
 Hispanic and Native   
 American students   
 and is compared   
  here to White    
 subgroup. Other   
 comparison groups  
 are non-ED, non-LEP   
 and non-SWD.
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LITERACY

GRADE 3 GRADE 8

39% 
PROFICIENT

61% 
NOT PROFICIENT

41% 
PROFICIENT

59% 
NOT PROFICIENT
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MNPS TLA ASSESSMENT SUMMARY

15%

85%

37%

48%

14%

43%

47%

10%

48%

42%

9%

50%

42%

8%

ABOVE BENCHMARK BENCHMARK BELOW BENCHMARK

K 1 2 3 4

FALL 2016

85

K 1 2 3 4

FALL 2015

37%

49%

14%

52%

33%

15%

43%

44%

13%

46%

45%

9%

44%

46%

10%
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PERCENTAGE OF MNPS EIGHTH GRADERS REACHING 
COLLEGE READINESS BENCHMARKS ON  
2015-16 ACT’S EXPLORE ASSESSMENT
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MNPS CLASS OF 2016
ACT COLLEGE READINESS BENCHMARK RESULTS
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MNPS 2015-16 OUT OF SCHOOL SUSPENSION  
INCIDENTS BY ETHNICITY AND GENDER

ETHNICITY GENDER # OF INCIDENTS
# OF STUDENTS  

SUSPENDED
% OF SUBGROUP  

SUSPENDED

American Indian  
or Alaska Native

Female 13 5 5.2%

Male 28 12 13.2%

Asian
Female 67 40 1.9%

Male 122 83 3.7%

Black or  
African American

Female 5,231 2,735 11.3%

Male 10,297 4,775 19.0%

Hispanic or Latino
Female 697 456 4.1%

Male 1,707 938 7.8%

Native Hawaiian  
or Pacific Islander

Female 6 5 8.9%

Male 2 2 2.7%

White
Female 930 542 3.4%

Male 2,317 1,246 7.1%

Total

Female 6,944 3,783 7.1%

Male 14,473 7,056 12.3%

All 21,417 10,839 10.7%
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STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT  
FINDINGS OF THE TRANSITION TEAM

STRENGTHS CHALLENGES

• Academic goals and targets exist, 
and good data systems to track them

• Curriculum guides provide a good 
foundation on which to build 

• Wide variety of instructional 
initiatives suggest a willingness  
to try new approaches 

• Modest improvements in 
graduation rates and various  
end-of-course exams over  
last several years 

• Academic attainment is below statewide averages 

• Achievement gaps are not narrowing 

• Low expectations for student achievement 

• School autonomy without improvement strategy  
has led to a lack of capacity building 

• Numerous programs are disparate, rather than a 
coherent set of initiatives that work together

• Professional development has not been 
differentiated or aligned to district’s  
academic priorities 

• Assessments do not inform instruction 
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STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT

• Emphasized a culture of academic, data-based decisions to:

• Highlight areas of best practices

• Note areas for needed improvement and professional  
support and development

• Inform areas to increase investment / for strategic abandonment 

• Developed and launched a priority schools – L5* – support framework

*L5 stands for:  
Level 1 – efficiency and productivity;  
Level 2 – focused instructional leadership;  
Level 3 – culture and climate;  

Level 4 – collective accountability for results;  
Level 5 – coaching for high performance
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STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT

• Implemented Kindergarten  
Entry Field Test (KEFT) Pilot

• Introducing Measures of 
Academic Progress (MAP) 
test, an assessment from 
The Northwest Evaluation 
Association (NWEA) 

• Preparing to administer 
Performance Matters in  
L5* schools

*L5 stands for:  
Level 1 – efficiency and productivity;  
Level 2 – focused instructional leadership;  
Level 3 – culture and climate;  
Level 4 – collective accountability for results;  
Level 5 – Coaching for high performance
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STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT
GOOD 1ST LITERACY INSTRUCTION & INTERVENTION

BEGAN ERECTING AN ACADEMIC INTERVENTION PLAN  
TO IMPROVE LITERACY INITIALLY PRE-K – 3

GOOD 1ST INSTRUCTION
(MASTER TEACHER INITIATIVE)

1. Literacy Partnership
2. Curriculum & Instruction  
 Update Meetings:  
 A Partnership with  
 Scholastic Education

INTERVENTIONS

1. Reading Recovery
2. Reading Clinic
3. Reading Interventions
4. Exceptional Education
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COMMUNICATIONS & PUBLIC RELATIONS

• Engaged the community 
through Listen & Learn 
and Voice sessions

• Created new internal 
communication vehicles  
and methods.

• Modernized the  
District’s website

• Created a new focus  
on customer service

WE FANNED  

ACROSS THE CITY TO  

MEET WITH PARENTS, 

ELECTED OFFICIALS,  

AND COMMUNITY 

LEADERS

WE HIT EVERY CORNER 

OF THE METROPOLITAN 

AREA WITH RECORD 

ATTENDANCE 

AND INSIGHTFUL 

OBSERVATIONS ABOUT 

HOW TO IMPROVE 

EDUCATION
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LISTEN & LEARN SESSIONS

OBJECTIVES: 

 • Conduct an open dialogue   
        with and listen to what the   
        community has to say

 • Gather ideas for the future  
    of MNPS 

 • Learn more about the  
    district and its needs

 • Incorporate input  
        from families, staff and the  
        community in the plan for   
        moving the district forward
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LISTEN & LEARN SUMMARY

 • 3,500 pieces of community input captured on a broad range of topics  

    affecting schools and students

 • 2,400 parents, community members and Metro Schools employees   

         met over the course of 12 Listen & Learn sessions

 • Sessions were hosted by area Board members and Dr. Joseph 

 • 85 pages of raw community input synthesized into five areas of input: 

  1. Student Achievement (1,479 comments)

  2. Talent & Human Resources (945 comments)

  3. Communications & Community Engagement (484 comments)

  4.School Choice Facilities & Equip (395 comments)

  5. District Strengths and Positive Remarks (250 comments)
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PARENT & TEACHER VOICE SESSIONS

OBJECTIVES: 
• Engage Metro Schools leadership with teachers/  
 staff and parents/community members

• Gather specific and extensive feedback across  
 the school district on key topics that affect  
 student achievement 

• Uncover areas that the Transition Team  
 could address in its recommendations to  
 Metro Schools leadership

• Clarify and set expectations on Metro Schools’   
 shared vision for student achievement

• Provide tailored advice to audiences on  
 meeting individual, school and district goals 

HIGHLIGHTS: 
• Opportunity for parents   
 and teachers to have    
 dedicated time focused  
 on 14 different topics

• Included live polling,    
 presentations, and  
 guided discussion 
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PARENT & TEACHER VOICE SESSIONS

TOPICS OF FOCUS: 

 • Advanced Academics

 • Elementary Schools

 • English Learners

 • High Schools

 • Literacy

 • Maintenance & Services 

 • Middle Schools

 • Nutrition Services

 • Pre-K

 • Priority Schools

 • School Counseling &    

   Social Emotional Support

 • Special Education

 • Transportation Services

 • Visual & Performing Arts
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COMMUNICATIONS & PUBLIC RELATIONS 
FINDINGS OF THE COMMUNICATIONS AND PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT TRANSITION TEAM 

STRENGTHS CHALLENGES

• Existing communications plan, 
while only in place 18 months,  
has already led to some  
significant improvements 

• Many community partners willing 
to help MNPS address its needs

• Many resources dedicated to 
family engagement that could  
be strong building blocks for 
creating welcoming environments 
in all schools

• Blog content provides a strong 
foundation for building a more 
positive narrative about MNPS

• Family Information Center is 
well-run and works to resolve 
constituent issues 

• Lack of clarity around the direction of the district and measures of success, 
which has led to confusion, lack of consistency and silos within the 
organization 

• These deep, systemic cultural challenges must be  
addressed for communications efforts to be successful 

• Communications about the district are largely reactive 

• Matching community partners to needs 

• Fewer resources dedicated to communications than many other  
urban school districts 

• Organizational confusion about the job of the Communications Office 

• Lack of clear structures to support and measure ongoing engagement 

• No evidence of a consistently-held belief that family engagement is an 
essential part of improving academic achievement 

• No evidence of a way to measure family, employee or  
public satisfaction year-over-year

• No evidence of accountability for individual schools or departments  
to be responsive to constituent issues 
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OPERATIONS & FINANCE

• Preparing launch of the Family Portal, the parent-facing piece  
of Infinite Campus, in January 2017

• Analyzing MNPS’s operations and finances to realign resources  
for effectively serving students

• Assessing key metrics to measure organizational effectiveness 

• Reviewing choice data, charter school collaboration and support, 
facilities’ capacity, and program capacity

• Launching 10 year capital planning process

• Redirected resources to support literacy, leadership, organizational 
culture, communications, and governance
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SCHOOL CHOICE 
FINDINGS OF THE TRANSITION TEAM

STRENGTHS CHALLENGES

• Growing number of participants  
in school choice process

• Wide variety of school  
choices (types and programs)

• Application process is online 

• District has a Diversity 
Management Plan and reports on 
it annually

• Applicant pool of students is 
racially/ethnically diverse 

• Students can access  
MTA bus service for free 

• Business community support for 
the Academies of Nashville

• Transportation impacts access and equity in school choice 

• Choice process is complex and many families do not 
understand it 

• Not all charters participate in centralized application process 

• Some parents have concern that magnet and charter 
schools hurt zoned school enrollment 

• No central management of magnet and thematic programs

• Lack of vertical alignment for academic programming,  
such as IB and Cambridge 

• Advanced academic programming is not equitably 
distributed across the district 
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HUMAN RESOURCES / TALENT MANAGEMENT 
FINDINGS OF THE TRANSITION TEAM

STRENGTHS CHALLENGES

• HR employees know their 
work is a driver for student 
achievement and have good 
institutional knowledge 

• Process improvements, such as 
automated applicant tracking 
system for filling openings 

• HR dashboard gives the 
department the ability to utilize 
data to make strategic decisions 

• HR department has a clear 
strategic plan with goals, 
objectives and timelines built 
upon HR best practices 

• A number of survey and focus 
groups have been conducted to 
guide service improvements 

• Outdated and convoluted processes and compliance activities

• No clear procedures around key HR processes to ensure deep pool  
of candidates and timely hires

• Quality and quantity of substitute teachers is a concern 

• Support staff rarely receive same training or attention as certificated  
staff and similar disparity in performance evaluations 

• HR data are at times difficult to access and often in stand-alone databases 

• No coherent orientation or induction program for employees 

• Broad consistency and agreement that HR customer service is poor 

• Teacher and principal turnover is further complicated by significant 
shortages in certain positions 

• Teacher retention rate of 83.92% is below benchmark goal of 90% for 
effective and highly-effective teachers 

• Lack of clear or integrated approach to performance management, 
including professional development aligned to roles and responsibilities 
and transparent evaluation system 
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III. CONCLUSIONS
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CONCLUSIONS

CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION
• Make sure teachers are teaching to the standards

• Identify and implement strong formative assessments and use them

• Strengthen coherence of instructional, curricular and school programs;  
and improve the curriculum

EQUITABLE ACCESS TO ACADEMIC PROGRAM OPTIONS
• Provide children with specialized academic programs based on  

individual need---like special education, gifted education and the  
middle school program

• Ensure students have equity of access across the district’s programs, 
instruction, schools, and curriculum

• Ensure our non-magnet schools are offering rigor to all students
• Enhance Academies of Nashville programs in response to positive feedback
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CONCLUSIONS

CULTURE, CLIMATE, AND STUDENT SUPPORT

• Provide fair, equitable and effective discipline practices

• Support improved school culture and climate strategies and provide access 
to Social & Emotional Learning 

• Capitalize on families’ positive response toward the diversity of our schools 

• Continue improving the overall health of the district’s culture and  
customer service

• Continue to improve and clarify relationships between MNPS central  
office and schools 
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CONCLUSIONS

TALENT
• Recruit, select, hire, support and retain great teachers who reflect  

the diversity of our district  
    a. Address chronic absenteeism and attrition

ONGOING COMMUNICATION
• Provide parents with more information about how we’re meeting the needs 

of all children, where and how they can get support, and how to navigate 
various systems and processes

MNPS PARTNERS AND COMMUNITY
• Leverage the incredible support – in-kind and financial – and expertise that 

Nashville’s community (not for profits, businesses, foundations, faith-based 
entities and individual community members) shares with MNPS 
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NEXT STEPS
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AREAS OF FOCUS
WINTER - SPRING ‘17

CONTINUE AND MONITOR PROGRESS: 
• Prek-3 literacy focus (create master teachers of literacy and      
 provide interventions to students needing more support)
• Reduction of suspensions
• L5 / priority schools
• Assessment changes
• Leadership, culture and governance

FINALIZE: 
• Budget Analysis
• Strategic Plan
• Multi-year budget
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ADDITIONAL AREAS OF FOCUS
WINTER - SPRING ‘17

LAUNCH AND PLAN RESPONSES TO: 

• Curricular rigor, alignment, and consistency for all students

• Instructional options for all to include Encore and college readiness courses

• Middle School grade configuration and programming—particularly Science,     
 Technology, Engineering, & Math (STEM)

• Employee compensation and attrition

• Equity and diversity 

• Parent engagement opportunities at the school level

• Facilities and capital planning

• Dashboard and performance management process
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STRATEGIC PLANNING PROCESS

First 100 Days:  
Data &  

Information 
Collection,  
Synthesis  
& Analysis

Develop and 
Seek Feedback 

on Student 
and School 

Characteristics 
and Academic 

Indicators  
of Success

100 Day  
Report

Develop  
and Seek 
Feedback  

on Mission, 
Vision,  
Values

Transition  
Team Report

JULY - NOV NOV NOV - DEC DEC - JAN JAN

JAN - FEB FEB FEB MAR - APR - MAY

Develop and 
Seek Feedback 
on Multi-Year 

Strategies 
linked to 

objectives

Develop and 
Seek Feedback 

on Key 
Performance 

Indicators 
for Entire 

Organization

Develop 
and Seek 
Feedback 
on Major 

Improvement 
Opportunities

• Finalize           
   Strategic Plan

• Communicate  
   the plan and  
   next steps

Develop implementation plans – professional development, communications, 
district annual, school improvement, performance management & state ESSA

MAR - APR - MAY

Establish  
objectives
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APPENDICES: DATA AND INFORMATION GATHERED
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LISTEN & LEARN DATA CATEGORIES

STUDENT  
ACHIEVEMENT

TALENT & HUMAN 
RESOURCES

COMMUNICATIONS  
& COMMUNITY  
ENGAGEMENT

SCHOOL CHOICE, 
FACILITIES  
& EQUITY

DISTRICT 
STRENGTHS &  

POSITIVE REMARKS

• School  
and District 
Structure and 
Resources

• Academic 
Programs

• Climate, 
Discipline 
and Student 
Need

• Student 
Subgroups

• Teachers and 
Substitutes

• Leadership

• Climate, 
Culture and 
Diversity

• Support Staff

• Means of 
Communications

• Parent 
Engagement

• Community 
Engagement

• Internal 
Communication

• Image of the 
District and 
Schools

• Zoned School 
Equity

• School Model

• Dedication of 
Employees

• Diversity

• Community, 
Families and 
Students

• Academics

• Optimism  
for the Future
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PARENT & TEACHER VOICE SESSIONS

STRENGTHS

STUDENT SUPPORT EQUITY 
• Response to Intervention at multiple tiers
• K screening
• Universal screening at second grade
• Differentiation strategies for English Learners

CURRICULUM RELEVANCE COHERENCE
• Academies of Nashville
• Access to computers
• Some successes in building pathways between  

middle and high school
• Universal pre-K curriculum

ACADEMICS
• Emphasis on literacy

COMMUNITY SUPPORT
• Academies
• Arts – music, theater, visual arts, dance

CULTURE & CLIMATE
• School safety (for the most part)
• School maintenance and grounds
• CASEL program
• Community Achieves program
• Emphasis on social & emotional learning
• Introduction of restorative practices
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PARENT & TEACHER VOICE SESSIONS
OPPORTUNITIES / CHALLENGES

PROGRAM OPTIONS & CHOICE
• Ensure students  are offered curriculum and instruction that excites, motivates, provides choice 

to, and engages them
• Individualizing & differentiating instruction
• Screening for various program types
• Program access
• Perception of biased assessments
• Access to various rigorous and academically advanced options; and teacher training
• Program equity and access regardless of neighborhood or cluster
• College and career readiness
• Computer literacy, coding, and programs
• Scheduling (pull outs, interventions, block scheduling, students’ ability to get courses, students 

with disabilities, gifted programming, etc.)
• Career and academic pathways planning from 8th grade on
• Grade configuration
• Supports provided to students with disabilities and related staff training and support
• Better assessments
• Equal access to arts and music at middle and high school
• Appropriate grade level and course placement for English Learners
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PARENT & TEACHER VOICE SESSIONS

OPPORTUNITIES / CHALLENGES

COMMUNICATIONS
• Develop better understanding among parents and staff about program choices, descriptions, 

pathways, and screenings
• Effective communication regarding transportation, programs, choice, and student supports
• Infinite Campus roll out and family portal delays
• Communicating early with parents about students’ behavioral concerns
• Pre-K and other enrollment communications

ATTRITION AND MOBILITY
• Family attrition from district
• Teacher, student, principal and central office staff mobility
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PARENT & TEACHER VOICE SESSIONS
OPPORTUNITIES / CHALLENGES

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND OPPORTUNITIES
• Encourage and provide options for educator collaboration and shadowing across sites,  

clusters, programs
• Professional development re: collaboration, co-planning, student diversity,  

and cultural competence
• Putting training into practice
• Talent development
• Compensation: teachers, instructional paras, subs, service employees
• Substitute recruitment, compensation, and placement
• Teacher leader options
• Counselor training and role clarity

HEALTH & SAFETY
• Bullying of English Learners
• Student safety while riding the bus, at bus stops, and timely pick ups of students
• Food service and nutrition options
• Roles and responsibilities within maintenance and technology departments
• Mental health resources & training
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COMMUNITY PARTNERS

MAYOR MEGAN BARRY EDUCATION PRIORITIES

• Expanding high quality Pre-K

• Ensuring that all students have access to effective teachers  
and leaders

• Helping students continue their education after high school

• Funding schools to meet the needs of curriculum, instruction, 
support services, and capital improvements

• Working with partners to coordinate early childhood and  
early grade literacy efforts

• Coordinating an initiative called “Opportunity Now” to provide 
young people in Davidson County access to employment
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COMMUNITY PARTNERS
PROJECT RESET (2015)

1. Talent: Launch a much more assertive set of initiatives designed to recruit, develop, 
and retain high-quality teachers.

2. Autonomy: Give principals and teacher leaders the full flexibility they need to 
dramatically improve their schools.

3. One Size Does Not Fit All:  Bring together stakeholders in support of cluster-specific 
strategies that work for all kids, regardless of school governance.

4. Early Learning:  Broaden the focus on early childhood education with ambitious steps 
across the birth-to-nine timeframe, building school readiness and early literacy skills.

5. Postsecondary Success:  Expand efforts to bolster college access and success, with 
an eye toward capitalizing on statewide investments in this area. Specifically, seek to 
surround kids with supports
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COMMUNITY PARTNERS
CHAMBER REPORT CARD (2015)

1. Implement dramatic reading intervention for all students    
 reading below grade level

2. MNPS should increase collaboration amongst education    
 delivery systems (charter, zoned, choice)

3. Strengthen current Pre-K program with a plan to ensure    
 high quality and coordination with early elementary     
 grade instruction

4. Conduct an independent comprehensive review of MNPS   
 human capital using HR professional from Nashville’s leading  
 businesses 
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COMMUNITY PARTNERS

STUDY ON NASHVILLE PRE-K (2016)

In response to “What is the unmet Pre-K need in Nashville because more than 1,800 4 
year olds do not have access to Pre-K” and “How can Nashville maintain high-quality 
Pre-K expansion with a strong focus on outcomes?”

1. Continue with currently planned Pre-K expansion, focusing on high-demand areas

2. Implement performance improvement strategies to systematize quality Pre-K 
offerings across Davidson County

3. Close data gaps for a strong focus on outcomes in future Pre-K expansion

4. Restructure contracts with Community Sites to create potential for stronger  
focus on outcomes/use of results-driven contracting
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COMMUNITY PARTNERS
ALIGNMENT NASHVILLE (2016)

• High School: Literacy & ACT Prep
• Integration of International Families: Support for refugee/immigrant/EL  

students & families
• Family Engagement: Asset mapping of resources/services for parents in  

different areas of the community
• Learning Technology: Digital literacy
• School Nutrition: Farm to school/nutrition education
• Behavioral Health/Social & Emotional Learning: Integration of SEL  

throughout MNPS
• Adolescent Sexual Responsibility/Healthy Starts: Guidelines/protocols  

for the system and support for high risk teens/parenting teens
• 16-24 Re-engagement: Re-engagement of opportunity youth
• PreK - 8th Literacy: Literacy across the tiers (Pre-K and grades 3, 5, 8)
• Academies of Nashville: Next iteration focus on college credit and  

industry certification
• Community Achieves: Process for scaling and sustaining program
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DISTRICT LEADERS
EXECUTIVE OFFICERS, LEAD PRINCIPALS, ETC.

STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT

STRENGTHS CHALLENGES/OPPORTUNITIES

• ACT Scores
• Strategy used in high school seems to 

be effective for “bubble kids”
• Tutors helping students around 

individual needs
• EOC exams have been increasing in 

Math & Science

• Value added growth in TCAP reading  
is higher than other subjects

• Stratford & Hunters Lane have  
made huge growth

• Science has been increasing 

• ACT strategies
• Implications on the classroom  

teacher in terms of instruction
• Gaps in performance  

among student subgroups

• Look at the blocks of time spent in 

content area versus what the data reveal

• Science and math scores have been 

monotonic over several years

• TCAP reading for 3-8 is a challenging
• How we are leveraging resources  & 

materials in school sites that are moving 
toward proficient level
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DISTRICT LEADERS
EXECUTIVE OFFICERS, LEAD PRINCIPALS, ETC.

EQUITY & ACCESS

STRENGTHS CHALLENGES/OPPORTUNITIES

• Subgroup-general  

trend upwards

• Graduation rates  

general trend up

• All zoned HS are drivers

• Increasing diversity  

in choice schools

• Early learning

• Differences in achievement & growth between schools with similar demographics 

(discipline, teacher quality, teacher & student attendance, growth, admin quality & 
retention, parent & community, choice factors)

• Student Mobility

• Social-emotional/mental well being

• Attracting and retaining highly effective teachers & leaders

• Chronic absenteeism & discipline (disparity)

• Wide spread in achievement-ED-opp to learn from high performing, high poverty schools

• Increase rigor & support for increased achievement for all

• Leverage support for early learning (PreK-3)

• Focus on multi-tiered system of support

• Quality instruction

• Align differentiate K-3 to accelerate PreK gains

• Tier/zone collaboration-share successes research based practices
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DISTRICT LEADERS
EXECUTIVE OFFICERS, LEAD PRINCIPALS, ETC.

CULTURE & CLIMATE

STRENGTHS CHALLENGES/OPPORTUNITIES

• Restorative Justice  
efforts to day

• Community 
Achieves’ efforts  
to date

• Support & 
Intervention  

• Teacher and principal mobility – especially in  
low-performing schools

• Culture training / teacher population should reflect  
student population 

• Proactively teach the students the behaviors we want them  
to model and work with families to reinforce

• How RTI is being used  to support academics as well as  
social & emotional learning

• Climate walkthroughs 

• Culture & climate scorecard and leadership competencies –  
include in standards, metrics, and evaluations

• We need to be customer service oriented district 

• Cultural competence of personnel
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